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KUWAIT: Burgan Bank K.P.S.C —  Kuwait’s sec-
ond largest conventional bank by asset size - suc-
cessfully placed $500 million Subordinated Tier 2
Capital Securities in the international debt capital
markets in December last year. The bonds have an
eleven-year tenor and an option for redemption
after six years from the date of their issuance
(11NC6), and are rated A- by Fitch. The bonds
comply with the Basel III regulatory framework, as
adopted by the Central Bank of Kuwait.

Following the successful issuance, the Bank
announced yesterday that it issued a notice of early
full redemption of its KD 100 million Subordinated
Tier 2 bonds due 9 March 2026 (bonds), in accor-
dance with the terms and conditions of their
issuance. The terms and conditions of the bonds’
issuance stipulate that Burgan may exercise a Call
Option to redeem the bonds five years from the
date of their issuance or on any interest payment
date thereafter, subject to the satisfaction of

Condition 4(d) (Call Option) of the terms and con-
ditions attaching to the bonds as outlined in the
bonds’ Prospectus dated 9 March 2016.

The prior written approval of the Central Bank
of Kuwait for Burgan to exercise its Call Option
was issued on 28 October 2020. Burgan is electing
to exercise its Call Option to redeem the bonds (in
whole at their principal amount, together with
interest accrued thereon) on their fifth anniversary
of 9 March 2021 (redemption date).  Kamco

Investment Company K.S.C.P. (Kamco Invest) was
mandated as the Fiscal and Principal Paying Agent
for the bonds, and will be advising on and manag-
ing the bonds’ redemption process. 

Burgan is rated A+ by Fitch, A3 by Moody’s and
BBB+ by S&P, and is a regular issuer in the inter-
national debt capital markets. All of the Bank’s pre-
vious bond issuances have been successfully set-
tled in accordance with the terms and conditions
of their offering. 

Tesla sues former 
employee for 
stealing 26,000 files
SAN FRANCISCO: Tesla has sued a former employee
for allegedly stealing about 26,000 confidential files in
his first week of working at the company, according to
a court filing seen by AFP. 

The company said on Friday that within three days
of being hired, software engineer Alex Khatilov
“brazenly stole thousands of trade computer scripts
that took Tesla years to develop” and transferred them
to his personal Dropbox, a cloud storage service.
Tesla said that when confronted by Tesla’s security
team, Khatilov claimed he had only transferred “a cou-
ple of personal administrative documents”, whilst try-
ing to delete the evidence. 

Khatilov told the New York Post the software files
ended up in his Dropbox by mistake when he had been
trying to make a backup copy of a folder on his com-
puter.  Tesla said the files, which represented “200
man-years of work”, were extremely valuable to both
the company and its competitors, as they could pro-
vide “a roadmap to copy Tesla’s innovation.” 

It said Khatilov’s team made up the handful of Tesla
employees — 40 out of 50,000 — that had access to
the scripts, but that they “had nothing to do with his
responsibilities.”  Tesla’s security team detected the file
downloads on January 6, after Khatilov was hired on
December 28, and confronted him via videocall as he
was working from home, according to the court filing. 

Tesla said during this call, Khatilov delayed sharing
his screen with the team, during which time “he could
be seen on videochat hurriedly deleting information
from his computer.” However, investigators were still
able to view thousands of confidential files uploaded
to his Dropbox, which Khatilov “claimed he somehow
‘forgot.’”  Khatilov, who told the New York Post that
he was unaware he was being sued until the newspa-
per called him on Friday, was fired the same day.
“When it happened, I was shocked,” he was quoted as
saying. “I didn’t lie (about) anything.” —AFP

Kamco Invest mandated as Fiscal and Principal Paying Agent for bonds

Burgan Bank intends to redeem KD100m,
Subordinated Tier 2 bonds issued in 2016

KUWAIT: Grand Hypermarkets count-
ed as the foremost hypermarket chain
in GCC region has opened their 68th
outlet in Kuwait at Jahra @ Hayaween
Mall, Block 4, Street 4 on 20th January
2021. The new store was inaugurated
by Sheikh Dawood Dawood Salman
Al-Sabah in the presence of Jasim Al-
Sharrah, RD Ayyoob Kachery, Jamal Al
Dossary, Saad Al-Hamadah, Director

Thehaseer Ali, Dr Abdul Fathah, CEO
Mohamed Suneer, COO Rahil Bassim,
Aslam Chelat, BDM Sanin Wasim along
with other management members and
well-wishers. 

Earlier last year, during COVID-19
outbreak, Grand Hyper MD Dr Anver
Ameen had stated in a press-release
that Grand Hyper will spread its pres-
ence to every location in Kuwait to

enable customers with easy access to
food and other necessary products at
their vicinity as most people prefer to
travel in their locality for shopping
during this time. With opening of Jahra,
Grand Hyper is now present in all parts
of Kuwait within the easy reach of all
residents of Kuwait. 

The new Grand Hyper which also
happens to be the 22nd branch in

Kuwait has opened abiding to the
guidelines and safety measures laid
down by Ministry of Health, Kuwait.
Grand has taken all precautionary
measures ensuring safety of customers
visiting the store which involves regu-
lar cleaning and sanitization of all cus-
tomer touch points, mandatory rule of
temperature check for entry, wearing
mask and gloves at all times.  

Kuwait’s FinFirst 
reports multi-million
dollar first year deals
KUWAIT: FinFirst, the innovative digital financial serv-
ices facilitator has closed a total of $4 million of equity
investment from institutions and individuals. “This
demonstrates the level of confidence in the market for a
product which is simply transforming the face of the
financial services sector,” said Abbas Hijazi, Group
CEO of Kuwait-headquartered FinFirst Capital.

The FinFirst super app and web platform allows
businesses and individuals to apply for a range of
financial services in less than 20 clicks with a matching
service with selected banks. Following its March 2020
launch of services for the SME sector, FinFirst has
received $40 million worth of financing applications
from small-to-medium enterprises and $7.7 million
worth of consumer applications being received since

the launching of products to this segment in Q4 2020.
“Of the personal finance applications represented the
majority - 60 percent - of the consumer applications,
with the remaining 40 percent being taken up by appli-
cations for auto-finance. The results are clear: about 90
percent of leads received on our super app convert -
after rejecting poor leads based on bank criteria - this
is exponentially higher compared to price comparison
sites, digital ads, and organic traffic. 

In addition, we have successfully converted a
growing number of financial services providers who
are impressed by FinFirst ’s  ‘Pay as you lend’
approach which exposes them to opportunities for
higher conversation rates and lower client acquisi-
tion costs,” explained Country CEO Kuwait, Afrah
Al-Hubail.

“These first-year results stand us in good stead to
build upon a solid foundation of strong business and
consumer appeal which is enhanced by the speed and
ease of our digital application app. In the coming year
we will look to enhance our offering further working
with existing finance providers and extending our
partner and product base.” The FinFirst App is a

secure, digital app-based financial services market-
place which facilitates banking, financial services, and
financial processing from anywhere, at any time and
instantly matches users with the best providers. This
one-stop shop for financial needs is transforming the
industry by making physical interaction, paper trans-
actions or bureaucracy obsolete. FinFirst is providing
transparent services across Business Banking and
Consumer Banking. 

Grand Hyper opens its 68th store in Jahra, Block 4
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XD Fusion HDR video:
Huawei Mate 40 
Pro’s powerful 
processing capabilities
KUWAIT:  Throughout its short history, the visual art
we know today as ‘motion picture’ has had many names
- films, movies, moving pictures and so on. In essence,
films comprise many frames of still images, played
sequentially at a relatively high rate to ‘fool’ our eyes
into believing the objects in frame are in motion.  For a
better part of their existence, motion pictures were cap-
tured on actual, physical films, and for a long time, the
movie industry had used 35mm films as the standard. As
technology advanced and the industry gradually transi-
tioned towards digital production, the 35mm standard
was kept, becoming the size of camera sensors that we
categorize as ‘full frame sensors’.

From photojournalism to online video content pro-
duction, full frame DSLR and mirrorless cameras are
perhaps the most commonly used cameras for profes-
sional work today. Compared to more specialized equip-
ment, full frame cameras offer very usable image quality
and incredible versatility, especially when we take price
into consideration. But in recent years, a particular cate-
gory of products is quickly closing the gap between
professional gear and consumer electronics.

You’ve guessed it - smartphones. Every year, smart-
phone manufacturers - which are some of the most tech-
nologically advanced and resourceful players - put out
new flagship devices that push the envelope of what’s
possible in a pocketable camera. We’ve come to a point
where some professionals are integrating smartphones

into their workflows as backup cameras.  However, when
the quality of images that a camera delivers is strongly
correlated with the size of its camera, how can smart-
phones, which usually feature much smaller sensors,
compare with their much bulkier cousins? Here’s the
short answer: computational photography.

Today, every major smartphone company has its own
software solutions for enhancing image quality. Each
solution has its niche, but with the recent HUAWEI Mate
40 Pro, Huawei took its solution to the next level with
XD Fusion HDR Video, enabling users to achieve the
same outstanding quality on their videos as they do
when taking photos. 

What is XD fusion?
Before we talk about the XD Fusion HDR Video fea-

ture, let’s quickly recap what the XD Fusion Engine is. In
short, it is a computational photography solution that
fuses and processes multiple frames from the imaging
hardware into a high quality output. It exemplifies
Huawei’s expertise in mobile imaging, which spans hard-
ware and software. 

The solution involves a pipeline that processes input
in three phases. In the initial stage, multiple cameras col-
lect high-fidelity RAW frames for visual information
including exposure and depth. These frames are
processed through high-level semantic recognition to
deconstruct them into Scenarios, Biological Information,
Body Mask, Skin Mask, Face Parsing and Face Landmark
layers. Before outputting, the solution conducts pixel-
level imaging to enhance bokeh, dynamic range, detail
and colour of the image, resulting in the final ‘extreme
definition’ photo. 

XD fusion HDR video
As mentioned above, motion pictures and videos are

actually made of a series of images. What this means is if
a Huawei device is to support the XD Fusion pipeline for

video capture - that is, to apply bracketing and other
processes - it would need an exponentially greater pro-
cessing power. For example, a three-second 30fps video
clip has 90 frames in total, meaning the pipeline has to
process 90 times the information compared to generat-
ing a still output.

With HUAWEI Mate 40 Pro, Huawei expands the
functionality of the XD Fusion Engine to benefit
videography as well. The flagship device can process
frames at a much higher rate, allowing it to employ the
XD Fusion Engine pipeline to process 4K HDR video
capture in real time.

With XD Fusion HDR Video, HUAWEI Mate 40 Pro
can help you capture absolutely spectacular videos
whenever inspiration strikes. But if you’re looking to add
a bit more movie magic to your piece, don’t miss out on
the many amazing third-party apps available on
AppGallery. As one of the top three app marketplaces
worldwide, Huawei’s platform offers users with a wide
range of global popular apps, games and services -
video editing apps included. There’s also Petal Search,
Huawei’s official search engine, that complements
AppGallery with its app search. Now available in over
170 countries and regions, and over 50 languages, Petal
Search quickly and conveniently finds users their
favourite apps, news, videos, images, shopping, travel,
flights, local businesses, and more. Huawei users can
easily download the most popular apps on Petal Search. 

GameStop shares 
rocket as frustrated 
short-seller walks away
SAN FRANCISCO: Shares in GameStop rocketed
on Friday as an activist short-seller said he was
walking away from the stock in the retailer due to
what he called an “angry mob” that has terrorized
him and his  family. Andrew Left  of  Citron
Research put out word of the decision on Twitter
a day after he posted a video at YouTube detail-
ing reasons he was certain the retailer was over-
priced in the market.

GameStop shares were up some 39 percent in
late day trades, having more than tripled since the
year began mere weeks ago. Short-sellers borrow
shares they think are priced unreasonably high, then
sell them in the hope of buying them back cheaper a
bit later and pocketing the difference. They lose
money if they bet wrong.

Left said in a letter shared on Twitter he  still
believes GameStop share price is due to collapse,
but will no longer comment on the company
because Citron has become a target of “an angry
mob who owns this stock.” “This is not just name
calling and hacking, it includes serious crimes
such as harassment of minor children,” Left said in
the letter.

“We are investors who put safety and family
first and when we believe this has been compro-
mised, it is our duty to walk away from a stock.” A
video in which Left makes a case for GameStop
shares being overpriced remained available at
YouTube on Friday, where it had logged more
than 82,600 views.

A livestream of the presentation on Twitter was
delayed a day this week due to hacker attacks on
the Citron account, according to the company. In
his talk, Left pointed out that despite record video
game hardware sales in the US in December of
last year, GameStop saw decline at its physical
locations.

GameStops model of customers trading in old
game discs for new or other used tit les has
become “antiquated” and is out of synch with
trends of downloading game software online or
playing games hosted in the internet cloud, Left
reasoned. Like other traditional retai lers,
GameStop is under tremendous pressure to adapt
to online shopping trends where it faces rivals
such as Amazon, BestBuy, Target, and Walmart, the
short-seller noted.

He said that he is pressured by GameStop sup-
porters “who are ordering pizzas to my house or
signing me up for Tinder” to harass him. “If you want
to save the company, take your energy, go out there
and actually buy something from GameStop, because
that is the only thing that saves this,” he wrote. —AFP


